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Abstract— Deep multi-task networks are of particular in-
terest for autonomous driving systems. They can potentially
strike an excellent trade-off between predictive performance,
hardware constraints and efficient use of information from
multiple types of annotations and modalities. However, training
such models is non-trivial and requires balancing learning
over all tasks as their respective losses display different scales,
ranges and dynamics across training. Multiple task weighting
methods that adjust the losses in an adaptive way have been
proposed recently on different datasets and combinations of
tasks, making it difficult to compare them. In this work,
we review and systematically evaluate nine task weighting
strategies on common grounds on three automotive datasets
(KITTI, Cityscapes and WoodScape). We then propose a novel
method combining evolutionary meta-learning and task-based
selective backpropagation, for computing task weights leading
to reliable network training. Our method outperforms state-
of-the-art methods by a significant margin on a two-task
application.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual perception is at the heart of autonomous systems
and vehicles [18], [17]. This field has seen tremendous
progress during the recent wave of Deep Neural Network
(DNN) architectures and methods [52], [16], [14]. The large
majority of computer vision benchmarks are currently dom-
inated by diverse and increasingly effective models encour-
aging further use in practical applications, e.g., automatic
diagnosis for healthcare, traffic surveillance, autonomous
vehicles, etc. Such methods reach top performances on in-
dividual tasks by leveraging multi-million parameter models
requiring powerful hardware, usually for training, but also
for predictions. Perception systems in autonomous vehicles
must analyse and understand their surroundings at all time
in order to support the multiple micro-decisions needed in
traffic, e.g., steering, accelerating, braking, signaling, etc.
Consequently, a plethora of specific tasks must be addressed
simultaneously, e.g., object detection, segmentation [47],
depth estimation [27], motion estimation [48], [56], localiza-
tion [37], soiling detection [54]. Meanwhile hardware con-
straints in vehicles are limiting significantly DNN capacity
and the number of tasks that can be solved. Using a DNN
for each individual task becomes an unfeasible direction.
Thus Multi-Task Learning (MTL) is an appealing solution
striking a good compromise over constraints: reliable, high
performance, limited hardware.
Multi-task networks consist of a shared network backbone
followed by a collection of “heads”, typically one for each
task. The flexibility of DNNs, makes it easy for practitioners
to envision diverse architectures according to the available
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Fig. 1: Overview of Task Weighting Methods
data and annotations. A major advantage of this unified
model is computational efficiency [50], [49]. Moreover, such
models save development and training time as shared layers
replace learning of multiple sets of parameters in different
models. Unified models learn features across tasks, increas-
ing robustness to over-fitting by acting as a regularizer, as
shown in previous multi-task networks [24], [39], [53].
However, multi-task networks are typically difficult to
train as different tasks need to be adequately balanced such
that learned parameters are useful across all tasks. Further-
more, tasks might have different difficulties and learning
paces [13] and negatively impact each other once a task starts
overfitting before others. Multiple MTL approaches have
recently been attempted to mitigate this problem through
optimization of multi-task architectures [36], [35], learning
relationships between tasks [34], [51] or, most commonly, by
weighting the task losses [3], [22], [32] (Figure 1). In most
works a new problem and task configuration is proposed and
only a few baselines are considered. For a new problem and
dataset, it is a priori difficult to decide which technique is
better. In this work we benchmark multiple task-weighting
methods for a better view on the progress so far.
Meta-learning derived techniques are increasingly popular
for solving the tedious and difficult task of tuning hyper-
parameters for training a network. Recent methods show
encouraging results in finding the network architecture for
a given task [59], [31]. We propose an evolutionary meta-
learning strategy for finding the optimal task weights and
exploit our proposed benchmark for emphasizing the interest
of such an approach for this problem.
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In summary, the contributions of our work are: (1) We
conduct a thorough evaluation of several popular and high-
performing task-weighting approaches on a two-task setup
across three automotive datasets. We notice that among state-
of-the-art methods there is no clear winner across datasets
as methods are relatively close in performance (including
simple baselines) and the ranking is varying. (2) We propose
a simple weight learning technique for the two-task setting,
where the network learns the task weights by itself. (3)
We propose learning the optimal task weights by combining
evolutionary meta-learning with task-based selective back-
propagation (deciding which tasks to be turned off for a
number of iterations). This method outperforms baseline
methods across tasks and datasets.
II. RELATED WORK
Multi-task learning. MTL is not a novel problem and has
been studied before the deep learning revival [2]. MTL has
been applied to various applications outside computer vision,
e.g. natural language processing [7], speech processing [20],
reinforcement learning [28]. For additional background on
MTL we refer the reader to this recent review [44].
Multi-task networks. In general, MTL is compatible with
several computer vision problems where the tasks are rather
complementary and help out optimization. MultiNet [53]
introduces an architecture for semantic segmentation, object
detection and classification. With UberNet [24], Kokkinos
tackles 7 computer vision problems over the same backbone
architecture. CrossStich networks [38] learn to combine
multi-task neural activations at multiple intermediate layers.
Progressive Networks [45] consist of multiple sequentially
added neural networks with new tasks, and transfer knowl-
edge from previously trained networks to the newly added
one (previous networks are frozen each time a new task and
network are added). In PackNet [36], a network is trained
over a sequence of tasks and for each new task only the
least-active neurons are trained selectively. AuxNet [5] uses
auxiliary tasks to improve the performance of the main task
using multi-task learning. Rebuffi et al. [40] train a network
over 10 datasets and tasks, and for each task require a
reduced set of parameters attached to several intermediate
layers. In some cases, a single computer vision problem can
be transformed into a MTL problem, e.g., Mask R-CNN [14]
decomposes instance segmentation into object detection +
classification + semantic segmentation. This approach is
common in object detection [42].
Task loss weighting. Initial Deep MTL networks made
use of a weighted sum of individual task losses [53], [25].
Recently, more complex heuristics have started to emerge
for balancing the task weights using: per-task uncertainty
estimation [22], difficulty of the tasks in terms of precision
and accuracy [13], statistics from task losses over time [32]
or from their corresponding gradients [3].
Meta-learning is a learning mechanism that uses ex-
perience from other tasks. The most common use-case of
meta-learning is the automatic adaptation of an algorithm
for a task at hand. More specifically, meta-learning can be
used for hyper-parameter optimization [29], for exploring
network architectures [59], [31], [21] or various non-trivial
combinations of variables, e.g. data augmentation [9]. In
this line of research, we adapt an evolutionary meta-learning
strategy for finding the optimal task weights along with the
strategy for asynchronously training the two tasks.
III. BACKGROUND
In the following, we provide a formal definition of the
MTL setting which will allow us to provide a common
background and easier understanding of the multiple task
weighting approaches compared and proposed in this work.
Consider an input data space X and a collection of T tasks
T = {τ1:T } with corresponding labels {Y1:T }. In MTL
problems, we have access to a dataset of N i.i.d. samples
D = {xi,yi1, . . . ,yiT }, where yiτ is the label of the data point
xi for the task τ . In computer vision xi usually corresponds
to an image, while yiτ can correspond to a variety of data
types, e.g., scalar(s), class label, 2D heatmap/class map, etc.
The main component in any MTL is a model f (x;θ) :
X → {Y1:T }, which in our case is a CNN with learnable
parameters θ. The most commonly encountered approach
for MTL in neural networks is hard parameter sharing [2],
where there is a set of hidden layers shared between all
tasks, i.e., backbone, to which multiple task-specific layers
are connected. Formally, the model f becomes:
f
(
x;θshared, {θ1:T }
)
: X → {Y1:T } (1)
For clarity, we denote as {θT } the set of parameters
coming from all task-specific layers θτ . Each task has its own
specific loss function Lτ
(
f
(
xi;θshared,θτ
)
,yiτ
)
attached
to both its specific layers θτ and the common backbone
θshared. The optimization objective for f boils down to the
joint minimization of all the T task losses as following:
min
θshared,{θT }
Ltotal(θshared, {θT }) =
min
θshared,{θT }
T∑
τ=1
wτLτ
(
f(D;θshared,θτ )
)
(2)
where wτ are per-task weights that can be static, computed
dynamically or learned by f , in which case wτ ⊂ θτ .
Weighted losses for MTL are intuitive and easy to for-
mulate, however they are more difficult to deploy. The
main challenge is related to computing {wτ}. This is non-
trivial as the optimal weights for a given task can evolve
in time depending on the difficulty of the task and of the
content of the train set [3], [13], e.g., diversity of samples,
class imbalance, etc. Also, the task weights can depend
on the affinity between the considered tasks [58] and the
way they complement [51] or counter each other [46],
relationships that potentially evolve across training iterations.
Recent moment-based optimization algorithms with adaptive
updates, SGD with momentum, and adaptive step-size, e.g.,
ADAM [23], can also influence the dynamics of the MTL,
by attenuating the impact of a wrongly tuned weight or on
the contrary by keeping the bias of a previously wrong direc-
tion active for more iterations. In practice, this challenging
problem is solved via lengthy and expensive grid search
or alternatively via a diversity of heuristics with varying
degrees of complexity. In this work, we rather explore the
former type of approaches and propose two heuristics for
estimating optimal weights to improve performances namely
simple dynamic task weighting loss approaches and a meta-
learning based approach with asynchronous backpropagation.
IV. TASK-WEIGHTING METHODS
In this section, we first review the most frequent task
weighting methods encountered in literature and in practice
(§IV-A), and then describe our contributed approaches for
this problem (§IV-B, §IV-C, §IV-D). Here we consider a two-
task setup, where we train a CNN for joint object detection
and semantic segmentation (Figure 2). In the following we
will adapt the definitions of the task weighting methods to
this setup with T = {det, seg}.
A. Baselines
1) No task weighting: An often encountered approach in
MTL is to not assign any weights to the task losses [53], [39],
[25]. The optimized loss is then just the sum of individual
task losses with all task weights set to 1.0. This can occur
also when the practitioner adds an extra-loss at the output
of the network, not necessarily realising that the problem
has become MTL. While very simple, there are a number of
issues with this approach. First the network is now extremely
sensitive to imbalances in task data, task loss ranges and
scales (cross entropy, L2, etc). Due to these variations and
desynchronization, some of the task losses advance faster
than the others. Consequently by the time the “slower” task
converges, the “faster” task will have already overfitted. This
highlights the necessity of balancing losses during training.
2) Handcrafted task weighting: Here, the loss weights are
found and set manually. We can achieve this by inspecting
the value of the loss for several samples. Then the losses are
weighted such that they are brought to the same scale: this is
computed using the values of the loss at first iterations and
remains constant during the training.1
Ltotal = wsegLseg + wdetLdet (3)
wseg = L(t=0)det /L(t=0)seg , wdet = 1.0 (4)
where wseg and wdet are the weights, Lseg and Ldet the
losses for the semantic segmentation branch and object
detection respectively, while L(t=0)τ is the loss for task τ
at the first training iterations.
3) Dynamic task loss scaling: For this method, we take
into account the evolution of per-task losses during training.
We compute task weights dynamically, at the end of every
1A more technically sound way of selecting the losses would be to look
at the gradients of the losses instead of the values of the losses. However,
we include this baseline as it is frequently performed by practitioners when
tuning hyper-parameters after short trials and inspections.
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Fig. 2: Multi-task visual perception network architecture
training epoch as follows:
L(t)total = w(t)segL(t)seg + w(t)detL(t)det (5)
w(t)seg = L˜(t−1)det /L˜(t−1)seg , w(t)det = 1.0 (6)
where L˜(t−1)τ is the average τ loss over the previous epoch.
4) Uncertainty-based weighting: Kendall et al. [22] pro-
pose looking into aleatoric uncertainty for computing the
task weights adaptively during training. They argue that each
task has its own homoscedastic uncertainty στ which can be
learned by the network for each task during training (στ ⊂
θτ ). Since they are based on homoscedastic uncertainty,
the task weights are not input-dependent and converge to a
constant value after a number of iterations [22]. The Gaussian
likelihood is used as loss function for this method.
5) GradNorm: This method from [3] views multi-task
network training as a problem of unbalanced gradient magni-
tudes back propagated through the shared layers (encoder).
This solution normalizes the unbalanced task gradients by
optimizing a new gradient loss that controls the task loss
weights. Task loss weights are updated using gradient descent
of this new loss.
6) Geometric loss: The Geometric Loss Strategy [4] is a
parameter free loss function for overcoming the manual fine
tuning of task weights. It consists of a geometric mean of
losses instead of the usual weighted arithmetic mean. For
example a T task loss function can be expressed as,
Ltotal = (
T∏
τ=1
Lτ ) 1T (7)
The loss strategy was tested with a three task network on
KITTI [11] and Cityscapes [8] datasets. The loss function
acts as a dynamically adapted weighted arithmetic sum in
log space, these weights act as regularizers and control the
rate of convergence between the losses.
In the following we describe our proposed approaches for
task weighting.
B. Weight learning
Doersch and Zisserman [10] use weighted cross connec-
tions between the shared encoder and task specific decoders,
adjusted via learning. In [22] task weighting parameters are
learned during training. Inspired by these two approaches, we
propose a single parameter learning strategy for a two-task
network as follows:
Ltotal = αLseg + (1− α)Ldet (8)
α = Sigmoid(w(θshared,θT )) (9)
where α is the weight balancing term computed from the
learnable parameter w(θshared,θT ) ⊂ {θshared,θT }, which is
updated by backpropagation at each training iteration. Note
that here the task weights are updated after each mini-batch.
This simple weight learning method enables the network
to adjust by itself the pace of learning of the two tasks. The
sigmoid outputting the α term serves as a gating mecha-
nism [6] to balance the two tasks while taking into account
the interactions between the two. Bounding the weights in
[0, 1] implicitly regularizes learning by removing the risk of
having extremely unbalanced task weights.
C. Task weighting using Evolutionary Meta-learning
Task weighting can be understood viewed as a hyper-
parameter optimization problem with T numeric variables
equal to the number of tasks. We use as base method an
efficient and extended version of Evolution Strategies [41]
(ES). The extensions of ES allow the optimization of lin-
early and exponentially scaled numerical variables as well
as categorical variables simultaneously [1]. All variables
are treated in an independent way so that the system can
handle any number of variables. Furthermore, the variable
gradient information is exploited in a semi-greedy way in the
mutation operation which is inspired from Natural Evolution
Strategies [55]. The gradient towards the last most promising
direction with respect to the target metric is added as a bias
for every numerical value. Together with the random noise
of the mutation, the algorithm can escape local minima while
converging fast. Finally, in order to prevent repeated evalu-
ations of the same region in the search space, a Tabu search
method [12] is applied. A history of all tested configurations
is stored and a distance metric between them is defined for
all numerical variables with respect to the relative differences
normalized to the search space range. The mutation operation
then generates candidates that have to fulfill a minimum
distance of at least 0.1% of the search space range towards
already tested solutions.
The search space is defined as numerical variable for each
task τ ∈ T as w′τ = 10wτ with w′τ ∈ [minτ ,maxτ ]. The
weight is optimized on an exponential scale as the optimal
weight ratio can be non-linear. Furthermore, the final task
weight coefficients are normalized such that their sum is
one with the goal to leave the overall magnitude in the loss
unchanged, i.e. w¯τ =
w′τ∑T
j=1 w
′
j
.
In order to guide the optimization to an equilibrium
between the tasks, the geometric mean between the detection
mAP and the segmentation mIoU is used as target metric.
We accelerate optimization by adopting a relaxed version
of network morphisms [19] that can be understood as a
iteration
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Fig. 3: Performance of meta-learning task weighting with
asynchronous backpropagation method on WoodScape.
soft weight transfer that reuses the weights of the last best
model as initialization for the offspring networks during
the training. This enables to apply only a finetuning to the
offspring networks and achieves a factor of four as speedup
compared to from-scratch trainings.
For each new configuration of hyper-parameters, we don’t
start from scratch, but instead train from the previously best
model. In this way the number of epochs for each run can
be effectively reduced (e.g., to 8 epochs for WoodScape
dataset) by doing continuous finetuning while simultaneously
tuning the hyperparameters. One drawback of the meta-
learning approach is increased computational cost as quite
many partial trainings need to be performed to find the
optimal solutions. This can lead to 4-6 times longer total
runtimes compared to a single training. However, the ES
optimization can well exploit multiple GPUs for speeding
up. While training might be longer on particular known
datasets, on the long run for new datasets for which typical
training heuristics must be adapted and tested, meta-learning
approaches clearly prove their effectiveness and utility. All
following experiments to new architectures and/or partially
changed data can start from known parameter values to allow
shorter optimization runtimes.
D. Asynchronous backpropagation with task weighting using
Evolutionary Meta-learning
In order to balance the pace of optimization of the tasks,
one method can be to control the backpropagation frequency
of the tasks [53]. In this way, a task that converges faster is
updated less often than a task that takes more time to learn.
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Fig. 4: Task weights & asynchronous frequency of detec-
tion task with Meta Asynchronous method on WoodScape
dataset.
An implementation trick is to set the task loss weight to 0.0
for the epochs for which we want to slow down training for
the fast task.
L(t)total = w(t)segL(t)seg + w(t)detL(t)det (10)
w(t)seg = 1.0 ∀t (11)
w
(t)
det = 1.0 if t mod νdet == 0 else 0.0 (12)
with νdet the update frequency of the detection task. This fre-
quency is optimized by the meta-learning method described
in the previous section using a numeric variable in the range
of 1 to 10, followed by a rounding operation to an integer.
As the segmentation takes longer to converge, νseg is set to
1. Note that this scheduling can be coupled with data for
which annotations for only one of the tasks are available,
e.g., segmentation.
V. RESULTS
We conduct experiments on three automotive datasets.
The proposed meta-learning method (§IV-D) outperforms the
state of the art techniques [3] and [22] on all the three
datasets with a 3-4% margin. We describe below the datasets
we considered for this study, the evaluation protocol and
metrics, and the results along some insights into the effect
of our meta-learning method.
A. Datasets
KITTI [11] dataset for object detection consists of 7481
training images splitted into training and validation set. The
dataset has bounding box annotations for cars, pedestrians
and cyclists. For semantic segmentation task we have used
[26] that provided 445 images. Instead of 11 semantic classes
we used only road, sidewalk and merged the other classes
into void. This helps to simplify the analysis as semantic
data is already highly imbalanced with much less data than
for object detection.
Cityscapes dataset [8] consists of 5000 images with pixel
level annotations. We extracted bounding boxes and semantic
annotations from the provided polygon annotations. As the
test data is not defined for bounding box regression, we
have used at 60/20/20 split of the provided 5000 images
for training, validation and testing.
WoodScape [57] is an automotive fisheye dataset with
annotations for multiple tasks like detection, segmentation
and motion estimation. The dataset consists of 6K training,
2K validation and 2K test images. Instead of the 40 available
semantic classes, we used only road, lanemarks, curb, person,
two and four wheelers.
The proposed asynchronous meta-learning method will
be particularly useful on unbalanced datasets like KITTI
as it avoids overfitting of segmentation task on a small
training set. Even for balanced datasets like Cityscapes and
WoodScape, the method helps to regulate task convergence
issues for detection task.
B. Implementation details
Network architecture. We have tested all the task weight-
ing methods discussed in the previous section with a two-task
network. We have designed a simple model which is suitable
for low-power hardware. It consists of ResNet10 as a shared
encoder, a light version (10 layers) of residual networks
with rapid convergence [15]; YOLO style bounding box
decoder [43] and FCN8 style semantic segmentation decoder
[33]. Our YOLO decoder composed of two convolutional
layers is much simpler and faster to train than two-stage
approach object detectors like Faster-RCNN. Figure 2 shows
our network architecture. The Encoder head is pre-trained on
ImageNet for all the experiments.
Training settings. We used the loss from YOLO for ob-
ject detection which is a combination of squared error losses
and categorical cross-entropy loss for semantic segmentation.
For all the experiments, we train using ADAM optimizer
with a learning rate of 0.0001 and we use a mini-batch size
of 8. We train for 60 epochs on KITTI and Cityscapes and
50 epochs on WoodScape until convergence of the tasks.
Except for meta-learning experiments that take longer, we
reduced the number of epochs to 30 on Cityscapes and 16
or 8 on WoodScape. All the experiments run on a single
GTX 1080Ti 11GB GPU except the meta-learning ones that
exploit multiple GPUs. The training pipeline uses Tensorflow
Keras framework.
Meta-learning configuration. All the methods optimize
two parameters simultaneously namely segmentation loss
weight wseg and detection loss weight wdet. However, meta-
learning is combined with asynchronous backpropagation
and it optimizes two additional parameters namely asyn-
chronous frequency for segmentation νseg and detection νdet.
TABLE I: Task weights and asynchronous backpropagation frequencies computed by several task-weighting methods.
No task
weighting
Handcrafted
task weighting
Meta-learning
task weighting
Meta-learning task weighting
async backprop
KITTI
wseg 1 70 0.8490 0.9776
wdet 1 1 0.1510 0.0224
νseg - - - 7
νdet - - - 1
Cityscapes
wseg 1 40 0.9478 0.8692
wdet 1 1 0.0522 0.1308
νseg - - - 1
νdet - - - 5
WoodScape
wseg 1 100 0.9743 0.8550
wdet 1 1 0.0257 0.1450
νseg - - - 1
νdet - - - 2
TABLE II: Comparison of various task-weighting methods for two-task network training.
No task
weighting
Handcrafted
task weighting
Dynamic task
loss scaling
Uncertainty
weighting GradNorm
Geometric
loss
Weight
learning
Meta-learning
task weighting
Meta-learning
task weighting
async backprop
KITTI
mAP 0.6535 0.6289 0.1736 0.6589 0.6653 0.5677 0.6727 0.6974 0.7260
mIoU 0.8114 0.8408 0.8079 0.7974 0.8080 0.8176 0.8040 0.8301 0.8408
G(mAP, mIoU) 0.7282 0.7272 0.3745 0.7248 0.7332 0.6813 0.7354 0.7609 0.7813
Cityscapes
mAP 0.2572 0.2970 0.2824 0.2968 0.2870 0.2900 0.2972 0.3091 0.3177
mIoU 0.6356 0.5780 0.5796 0.5646 0.5492 0.5819 0.5573 0.5812 0.5815
G(mAP,mIoU) 0.4043 0.4143 0.4045 0.4094 0.3970 0.4108 0.4070 0.4239 0.4298
WoodScape
mAP 0.4643 0.4438 0.4557 0.4525 0.4511 0.4193 0.4419 0.4677 0.4862
mIoU 0.7180 0.8107 0.8118 0.7806 0.8155 0.8227 0.8227 0.8006 0.7838
G(mAP, mIoU) 0.5774 0.5998 0.6082 0.5943 0.6065 0.5874 0.6030 0.6119 0.6173
Average G(mAP, mIoU) 0.5700 0.5804 0.4624 0.5762 0.5789 0.5598 0.5818 0.5989 0.6095
(a) Groundtruth (b) No task weighting (c) Metalearning asynchronous backprop
Fig. 5: Quantitative results on WoodScape (top) and Cityscapes (bottom) validation dataset.
The variable ranges for the two task weights are [0.1, 1000]
for segmentation and [0.1, 100] for detection as segmentation
task usually profits from a higher weight due to longer
convergence time. Table I shows the optimal values found
out via optimization. The values represented are normalized
between 0-1. The following optimization parameters for
these experiments are determined empirically: size of initial
population: 4, number of newly generated configuration: 4,
number of parents per generated configuration: 2.
C. Evaluation metrics
All the experiments are evaluated using standard metrics
on the validation set: mAP (mean Average Precision) [30]
is used for object detection and mIoU (mean Intersection
over Union) is used for semantic segmentation. For object
detection training and evaluation, small objects whose area
is under 300 pixels are filtered as they are typically too far
from the ego vehicle and hence unimportant. Finally, we use
geometric mean G(mAP, mIoU) (Table I) as the combined
metric for the two tasks to enable comparison.
D. Results
We benchmarked the nine task weighting methods on the
validation set of each dataset, results are detailed in Table II.
The proposed meta-learning combined with asynchronous
backpropagation method outperforms the others on the three
datasets. Table I shows the optimized task loss weights for
meta-learning methods whose values are normalized (§IV-C
and §IV-D). We added the static weights computed by the
handcraft task weighting method as a reference for com-
parison as it gives an order of magnitude of scale between
segmentation and detection loss. Detection loss is x70 bigger
than segmentation loss on KITTI, x40 on Cityscapes and
x100 on WoodScape. All the methods in general try to weigh
segmentation more than detection to compensate for this
imbalance as seen in Table I. Asynchronous version works
better because it slowed down segmentation training on
KITTI by a factor x7 to avoid overfitting on the small training
set. Even for balanced datasets (same number of samples for
both tasks) where segmentation does not show overfitting,
detection usually converges faster than segmentation and
might overfit. In this case, the asynchronous version slows
down detection training by a factor x5 on Cityscapes and x2
on WoodScape as seen in Table I.
Insights into the meta-learning method In order to
understand the optimization of the proposed meta-learning
approach, some insights into the results on the WoodScape
dataset are discussed in the following. Figure 3a shows the
target metric over tested configurations for the optimization
of task weights and the asynchronous backpropagation pa-
rameter. From initially low values, a slow but steady increase
is observed. The best configuration is obtained after 44
iterations.
Figure 3b shows the progression of the metrics of the two
tasks during optimization. The segmentation performance
is initially low and noisy and then steadily increases. The
detection metric reaches it maximum early then degrades
slightly to allow a compromise in favor of the segmentation
towards the end of the optimization. Figure 4a shows the
progression of the task loss weights, and Figure 4b the
progress of the asynchronous backpropagation parameter
over time during optimization. Figure 5 contains qualitative
examples on WoodScape and Cityscapes validation dataset
demonstrating improvements by the proposed method.
VI. CONCLUSION
Multi-task learning provides promising performances in
autonomous driving applications and is key in enabling
efficient implementations at a system level. In this work, we
take a closer look at this paradigm, which albeit popular
has been rarely benchmarked across the same range of
tasks and datasets. We thus evaluate nine different weighting
strategies for finding the optimal method of training an
efficient two-task model. We further propose two novel
methods for learning the optimal weights during training: an
adaptive one and one based on metalearning. Our proposed
method outperforms state-of-the-art approaches by 3% in
compromise value. In future work, we intend to extend our
benchmarking to additional tasks, e.g. on the wide range of
tasks from the WoodScape dataset [57].
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